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Abstract
The track switch is one of the key assets in any railway network. It is essential to allow trains to change route; however,
when it fails significant delays are almost inevitable. A relatively common fault is ‘loss of detection’, which can happen
when gradual track movement occurs and the switch machines (actuators) no longer close the gap between the switch
rail and stock rail to within safe tolerances. Currently, such misalignment is mitigated by a preventative programme of
inspection and manual re-adjustment. In contrast to many other industries, the actuators are exclusively operated in
open-loop with sensors (often limit switches) mainly being used for detection. Hence, an opportunity exists to investigate
closed-loop control concepts for improving the operation of the switch.
This paper proposes two advances; first, a novel approach is taken to modelling the dynamic performance of track
switch actuators and the moving permanent-way components of the switch. The model is validated against real data
from an operational switch. Secondly, the resulting dynamic model is then used to examine the implementation of
closed-loop feedback control as an integral part of track-switch actuation. The proposed controller is found to provide
suitable performance and to offer the potential of ‘self-adjustment’ i.e., re-adjust itself to close any gap (within a
predefined range) between the stock and switch rails; thereby completing the switching operation.

Keywords
Railway track switch, Self-adjusting switch, Multibody simulation, Actuator, Closed loop control, Co-simulation

Introduction

Figure 1. High Performance Switch System (HPSS)

Railway switches are critical elements in a railway
network. Any major failure in the switches can lead to
derailment of the trains or to the vehicle taking an undesired
path. The rails and the switches experience high amplitude
dynamic loads from passing trains and the repeated nature of
this load can cause misalignment in the switch layout. This is

normally corrected manually during maintenance to prevent
failure of the switch.

Bemment et al.1 examined the failure rate of working
switches in the UK railway network, documented by
Network Rail between 1 April 2008 and 17 September
2011. Analysis was performed on the 39,339 fault/failure
records that compared with the population of switches on
UK mainline at 21,602. This data shows that the switches
are very prone to failure. To prevent failure of the switch,
the rules for switching operation are very conservative. A
significant delay is caused if the switch fails in a dense-traffic
route. Any misalignment in the switch layout is considered as
a switch failure affecting the train service. The present work
is a part of the project In2Rail2 supported by the European
Commission (EC) with a specific aim to develop a simulation
model for a self-adjusting switch system.

There are a variety of railway switches which are
in operation in the UK; among the most common are
Clamplock, HPSS, HW and mechanical point machines.3, 4, 5

Condition monitoring of switches is a topic in railway
industry that has received much research attention. Its aim
is to reduce and/or prevent any unexpected failure in the
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the HPSS track switch system: (a) full system; (b) Switch toe showing the LVDT positions during
the switch travel

switches through condition based maintenance and studying
the reliability of the switches.6, 7, 8, 9 Other researchers are
tackling the problem by seeking to develop new actuation
techniques or alternative switch layouts.10, 11

Across the range of switch machines in the UK,
closed-loop feedback control is not employed; nor has
it been addressed in the literature. However, in principle
it offers a range of benefits such as more accurate
positioning, the ability to reject unwanted disturbances (such
as misalignment), smoother dynamic trajectory and lower
power.

There is also a gap in the literature (and practice)
concerning high fidelity dynamic models of switch layout,
actuators and the associated mechanisms. Such models are
important for the design and study of closed-loop controllers.
Hence, the objectives of the present paper are to develop a
simulation model of a switch system, and develop a closed
loop controller, then to design a self-adjusting algorithm
to detect any misalignment (within a predefined range) in
the switch or stock rail profile and re-align the switch rails
to stock rails to close the gap so that the trains can pass
safely over it. In this paper, the High Performance Switch

System (HPSS) as used in UK rail network, is used as
a case study (shown in Figure 1). First the switch layout
and the configuration of the switch layout is explained.
Then, the new model approach which exploits co-simulation
between Simulink and Simpack is proposed. The resulting
(open-loop) full switch model is validated against data
obtained from an operational switch. After validating the
model, a closed loop controller is developed using the gap
feedback from the switch system. A self-adjusting algorithm
is developed using the designed closed loop controller.

Configuration of the switch layout

A schematic diagram of the switching layout of HPSS is
shown in Figure 2. The switch panel is a traditional switch
layout where the switch rails are actuated at the toe by
the lead-screw of the actuator. A set distance between the
rails is maintained through three stretcher bars. Maintenance
of the stretcher bars is of high importance as any failure
to these may cause major accidents.12 Apart from the
opening in the toe of the switch, one of the functions in
the switch layout is to provide a defined gap at the third
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Figure 3. Modelling Approach

stretcher bar position. Conventional switches, sometimes use
an additional backdrive to maintain the required gap at the
backend of the layout. In the switch layout considered in
this research, the front and rear stretcher bars are linked by a
torque tube, which drives the rear end of the switch to ensure
the desired gap. This switch configuration is equipped with
Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT) between
the stock rails and switch rails at the toe position so that a
measurements of the switch travel at the toe position can be
used. Figure 2 shows the locations of the LVDTs.

The switch rails are locked at one position and upon
command from the signalling block, the switch rails are
unlocked. The actuator moves the front toe of the switch
panel. The switch rails slide from one position to the other.
The positions of the switch rail are detected and then locked.
A non-backdrivable lead screw is used to lock the switch
rails in its position and it is supported by an electronically
actuated brake on the motor. In conventional switches, an
additional mechanism is used, in some cases, to drive the rear
part of the switch to ensure the desired profile of the switch
rails.

Simulation model of full switch system
The full switch system consists of two major parts, namely,
the switch panel and the actuator. The switch panel includes
all the rail elements and the bodies connected to the rails.
The actuator receives power from the lineside cabinet or
the Point Operating Equipment (POE) and drives the front
toe to move the switch rails from one position to the other.
These elements are modelled in two different ways which
are shown in Figure 3. The actuator bearer parts along with
the newly designed controller are modelled in Simulink.
A multi-body simulation model of the switch panel is
developed in Simpack. The switching operation is dependent
on bending of the rails. Thus, a finite element analysis of the
rails is necessary to model the system. Hence, the rails are

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the actuator of the switch
system

created as flexible bodies in Simpack using the finite element
bodies created in Abaqus. A co-simulation between Simulink
and Simpack can be obtained using SIMAT environment
which is explained in the literature.13, 14 The inputs to the
Simulink model are the sensor data i.e., displacement (xswr)
and velocity (vswr) of the switch rails which are the outputs
of the Simpack model. The input to the Simpack model
is the actuator force which is the output of the Simulink
model (shown in Figure 3). The data exchange between
Simpack and Simulink models during the co-simulation
is synchronised with fixed time steps in the SIMAT co-
simulation environment without modifying the input and
output signals. The co-simulation results are then validated
against the data from a working switch system.

Actuator model in Simulink
The actuator is an electro-mechanical system consisting of
electrical motor, gearbox and a lead-screw. The schematic
representation is shown in Figure 4. The front toe of
the switch panel is connected to the lead-screw through
mechanical linkages.

The motor is connected to speed-reduction gearbox. The
governing equations of the electrical motor are shown in
equation 1.

VM = IARA + LAİA +KV ω̇M (1)

where,

VM Motor voltage

IA Motor current

RA Armature resistance

LA Armature inductance

KV Back emf constant of the motor

ωM Motor angular velocity

TM = IAKT (2)

where,

TM Motor electrical torque

KT Torque constant of the motor

The shaft connecting the motor output shaft and the
gearhead input shaft is very small. Thus, the torsional effect
of the shaft is neglected. The governing equation is given as

(JM + Jg)θ̈M + (BM +Bg)θ̇M = TM −
Tgo
ng

(3)

where,
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JM Motor Inertia

Jg Gearhead Inertia

BM Motor frictional coefficient

Bg Gearhead frictional coefficient

θM Motor angular position

Tgo Gearhead output torque

ng Gear Ratio

The load torque on the gearhead is generated from the
rotational stiffness between the output shaft of the gearhead
and the lead-screw.

Tgo = Kgh{θgo − 2πxls/ls}+ Cgh{ωgo − 2πvls/ls} (4)

where,

Kgh Rotational Stiffness of the gearhead

Cgh Rotational damping of the gearhead

θgo Gearhead output angular position

xls Lead-screw linear displacement

ls Lead of the screw

ωgo Angular velocity of gearhead output shaft

vls Lead-screw linear velocity

The lead-screw converts the rotating motion of the
gearhead output shaft to linear motion at the front
toe. Backlash between the lead-screw and the gear-head
assembly is not considered in the modelling as this is
negligible on this system. The rotational equation of motion
is written by,

Jlsθ̈ls +Blsθ̇ls = Tgo − TL (5)

where,

Jls Lead-screw Inertia

θls Lead-screw angular position

Bls Lead-screw frictional coefficient

TL Load Torque on the lead-screw

The linear velocity and the rotational velocity of the lead-
screw are related as,

vls = ωlsls/2π

xls = θlsls/2π
(6)

The lead-screw is connected with the front-toe through
a series of bars which is modelled as a stiff spring-damper
assembly such that the linear motion of the lead-screw and
the front-toe remains the same (i.e., it approximates a rigid
connection). The force, which the actuator exerts on the
front-toe, is calculated as

FL = Cfs(vls − vft) +Kfs(xls − xft) (7)

where,

FL Load on the lead-screw

Cfs Damping of the Lead-screw and front-toe mechanical
assembly

Kfs Stiffness of the lead-screw and front-toe mechanical
assembly

vft Front-toe velocity

xft Front-toe displacement

The load torque on the lead-screw assembly is

TL = FLls/2π (8)

The output from the actuator model is the force, which acts
on the front-toe of the switch panel modelled in Simpack.
The inputs to this actuator model in Simulink are the
displacement and velocity at the toe of the switch panel.

Switch panel model in Simpack

Figure 5. Switch panel model in Simpack

The switch layout for a CVS C-switch (vertical shallow
depth)3 is considered in this study. The rail elements are
modelled using Finite Element (FE) analysis first in Abaqus
and flexible bodies are generated through the FE analysis.
The CAD model for switch rails and the stock rails are
imported to Abaqus and converted into flexible (.fbi files)
bodies for modelling in Simpack. The points of contact of
the rail bodies with other bodies like the stock rails, stretcher
bars, sleepers and front toe are generated as nodes during the
FE analysis. The material of the rail bodies is modelled as
isotropic steel and the FE mesh is constructed using second
order quadratic tetrahedral elements.

Thereafter, the full switch panel model of the system
is created using multibody simulation software Simpack
(shown in Figure 5) with the flexible rail bodies and other
rigid bodies. The different force elements like the friction
forces between sleepers and the switch rails, the contact force
between the switch rail and the stock rail are included in the
Simpack model of the switch layout.

Co-simulation of the full system
The next part of the modelling is to form the co-simulation
environment which combined the actuator with panel in
order to simulate the complete switch system. The co-
simulation between Simpack and Simulink is created using
SIMAT interface in Simulink, which is shown in Figure
6. The actuator receives the displacement data from the
Simpack model and the output is the actuation force to the
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lead-screw. The input to the Simpack model is the actuator
force and the output are the data from sensors in the Simpack
model.

Figure 6. Co-simulation between Simpack and Simulink using
SIMAT interface in Simulink

Model validation

Figure 7. Model validation for the motor current and toe
displacement

The model is validated against data supplied by Network
Rail, UK for a real switch machine under test. The data
available are the motor current and the displacement of
the switch rails at toe position. In Figure 7, the simulation
result is plotted against the working HPSS data. When the
command is fed to the switch system to move (at time 1
s), the electrical motor is supplied with a constant voltage
of 120V. As soon as the switch rail stalls against the
corresponding stock rail to close the gap, the motor current
rises and the motor is switched off. The simulation result
shows a good agreement as the time (3.7 s) when the switch
rail closes the gap matches with the experimental data and the
rise in the current matches. The differences in the modelling
data and test data are present due to difference in some
parameters of the switch rail, such as the friction coefficient
between the rails and sleeper, frictional coefficients, variable
friction through the switch travel and other parameters,
which are difficult to measure and simulate accurately.

Figure 7 also shows the displacement at the front toe,
which shows that the front-toe displacement amplitude is 110
mm which matches the required switch rail travel. The next
step of the study is to design a closed loop controller which
is explained in the following section.

Controller design
This section presents a closed loop controller which will
regulate the motion of the switch rails using feedback
sensors placed to measure the gap from the existing system.
The first step to design the controller is to define the
control requirements. These are derived from the operating
requirements of the switch system and discussion with
industry colleagues. The technical specifications of the
motor, are also given below.

Steady State Error: 0 mm - The difference between com-
mand and output in a steady state, i.e. unchanging
situation.

Rise time: 3 s - Time taken to for the response to move from
10% to 90% of the command following a step change
in command.

Settling time: 4 s - Time taken to become within 2% of the
new steady state value following a step change.

Overshoot: 0% - The percentage of the overshoot beyond
the steady state value.

Stability: Stability margins ensure the stability performance
of the system in the presence of bounded model errors
or changes in the system over time.

• Phase margin : ≥ 60◦

• Gain margin : ≥ 6 dB

Maximum voltage: 150 V - The maximum voltage of the
motor is 190 V

Maximum current: 20 A - the maximum current to the
motor is 24 A

A cascaded control system15, 16, 17 is proposed to meet
the control requirements. The designed controller consists
of two cascaded control loops. The inner control loop acts
on the current and the outer control loop performs the
position control. The control layout is shown in Figure 8. The
inner motor current control loop consists of a Proportional
(P) controller and the outer position control loop includes
a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller. The current loop is
tuned first and then the position controller is tuned. The
frequency responses are plotted using Control Design tool-
box in Simulink, by linearizing and analysing the frequency
response of the system. In the present configuration of the
switch, two LVDT are connected with the front toe and the
switch rails which is used for detection and locking with the
consolidation of the two signals into one as shown in Figure
13 . The present research proposes individual LVDT to be
connected to both the stock rails and their corresponding
switch rails to measure the gap between the rails at the toe
position, which is critical for a switch system. The sensor
data from the LVDTs is then used as a feedback to the
controller.

To design the controller, the actuator model is used and
the bending force of the rails is considered as an external
excitation in Simulink. Two different sets of controller
parameters are designed for the current system depending on
the duration of operation. For the switch layout considered in
this study, the gap between the switch rail and stock rail at the
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Figure 8. Controller layout for the switch system

open position is 110 mm. Upon receiving the command from
signalling block, the gap command signal is set to zero to the
controller ( as shown in Figure 8). Both controllers satisfy
the phase margin (PM) and gain margin (GM) requirements.
The open loop frequency responses of the system with the
designed controllers (shown as fast and slow) are plotted
in Figure 9. The input and output measurement points of
the system for obtaining the Nichols chart (Figure 9) are
indicated by the dashed arrows on the block diagram of
Figure 8. The chart shows the open-loop frequency response,
gain vs phase, including the gain and phase margins.18 The
gain margins of the system, which are the distances between
the critical point (0 dB, 180◦) and the phase crossover point
of the open-loop loci, are 61.4 dB and 70.6 dB for fast
and slow controller respectively. The phase margins, which
are the distances between the critical point and the gain
crossover point, are 90◦ in both cases. The gain margin and
phase margins for the selected controller parameters are well
above the requirements, which ensures the stability of the
closed-loop system. The controllers were not tuned to reduce
the gain and phase margins because the requirements in the
time domain were already satisfied.

The time response of the system are plotted in Figure 10
and the performance measures are tabulated in Table 1. The
peak value of the voltage for the fast response (118.1 V) is
much higher to that of the slow response (100.9 V) . The
settling times for the fast and slow controller are 2.9 s and
3.6 s respectively, which are within the control requirement.
The slow controller requires less power while satisfying all
the control requirements. Thus, for further simulation task,
the fast controller is selected. However, it is clear that faster
performance is indeed possible if it were required.

Control Requirements Unit Fast slow

Phase Margin ◦ 90 90
Gain Margin dB 61.4 70.6
Rise Time s 2.1 2.6
Settling Time s 2.7 3.1
Peak Voltage V 118.1 100.9
Peak Current A 7.3 7.1
Peak Power W 752.4 600.8

Table 1. Performance comparison of different closed loop
controllers

The co-simulation is carried out with the designed fast
controller. The sensor measures the gap between the switch
rail and the stock rail and feedback to the controller unit
(shown in Figure 8). The response of the system is plotted

Figure 9. Nichols chart of the designed controller

Figure 10. Comparison of performance of the system with two
different controllers

against the open-loop response to compare the performance
(Figure 11). The parameters are tabulated in Table 2. The
RMS values are calculated over the period of 5 s (between 1
s and 6 s of Figure 11). It is seen that the closed loop system
requires less power than the open loop system. The closed
loop system is slower in terms of settling time by 0.1 s. But,
the advantage of the closed loop system is that the motor does
not run at a constant high 120 V voltage input, which reduces
the power requirement during switching operation. The peak
power during the switching is reduced by a considerable
63%. The settling time and the rise time of the closed loop
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system are well within the control requirements as well as
the peak voltage and current limits of the electrical motor.

Figure 11. Comparison of performance of the open loop
system and the system with the designed controller; OL: Open
Loop, CL: Closed Loop.

Performance Unit OL CL
Rise Time s 2.1 2.1
Settling Time s 2.6 2.7
Peak Voltage V 120 118.1
Peak Current A 17.2 7.3
Peak Power W 2080.3 752.4
RMS Voltage V 86.6 77.2
RMS Current A 4.8 4.2
RMS Power W 500.6 449.3

Table 2. Performance comparison of the closed loop (CL)
system with the open loop (OL) system

Self-adjusting control strategy
A ‘self-adjusting’ switch should be able to detect any
occurrence of misalignment (within a predefined range)
between the stock rails and the switch rails or in the sleepers,
and the controller should be able to re-align itself based on
this information.

The misalignment was created in the switch panel
modelling in Simpack. In the initial modelling, the stock
rails were constrained so as to not to move in any direction
and were fixed at the ideal set position. In the misaligned
configuration, the stock rail was considered to displace a
certain distance. In the Simpack model the stock rail at the
toe position was allowed to be adjustable to a representation
magnitude. The magnitude was set by a variable (xdis)
so that different displacements can be considered for the
controller performance (shown in Figure 12). As the sensor
is attached to the stock rail and the switch rail, it measures
the relative position (gap) between the switch and stock rails
and feeds the data back to the controller in Simulink.

The stock rails are displaced because of many reasons such
as thermal expansion, environmental conditions, repeated
dynamic load from running trains to name a few. The LVDT
can be used to measure the gap between the stock rail and
adjacent switch rail. The self-adjusting/inspecting switch rail

feeds this gap sensor data back to the controller (shown in
Figure 13). The self-adjusting algorithm first checks the gap.
If the gap is within the allowable range (110 ± 10 mm),
the desired gap command is passed to the actuator control
system.

If the gap is beyond the range, it sends the fault signal to
the signalling block. The time taken for sensing the gap and
setting the new desired gap is 0.1 s in simulation. The new
desired gap is set in the lock and detection algorithm. The
controller works until the switch rail reaches the new position
which is set by the self-inspecting algorithm and then it is
locked and detected.

In the original open loop system, in presence of
misalignment, if the switch rail travels more than its designed
range, the LVDTs do not detect the switch rail positions and
the actuator is stopped returning a fault signal. Thus, the open
loop system does not close the gap in case of misalignment.
In the proposed configuration, the self-adjusting algorithm
will allow the switch rails to close the gap as the signal is fed
back to the controller and the locking arrangement.

The performance of the self-adjusting algorithm as stated
in Figure 13 is tested for different misalignment (xdis)
values. The value of misalignment (xdis) is considered
within ±10 mm of the aligned layout. The co-simulation is
carried out for three different misalignment magnitudes. The
controller first senses the gap between stock rail and switch
rails and checks the value to be in the predefined range. If
the gap is within the range, the command gap signal is set
to zero and the controller moves the rail. At the end of the
controlled motion of the switch rail, the position of the switch
rail is detected and signal is fed to the signalling block.
The performance of the controller is shown in Figure 14.
Three different displacements in the stock rail position are
considered and the performance of the designed controller is
tabulated in Table 3. It is seen that the self-adjusting logic is
able to close the gap between the switch rail and the stock
rail if the misalignment is within ± 10 mm range and the
controller satisfies all the control requirements. It is also
shown that the performance of the switch is maintained as
the proposed controller is able to complete the switching task
within the same time without human intervention.

Performance Unit xdis

-10 mm +5 mm +10 mm
Rise Time s 2.0 2.1 2.1
Settling Time s 3.0 3.0 3.0
Peak Voltage V 107.1 123.5 128.9
Peak Current A 6.6 7.6 7.9
Peak Power W 343.4 445.4 482.2
RMS Voltage V 70.1 80.7 84.2
RMS Current A 3.9 4.4 4.6
RMS Power W 376.6 487.9 528.3

Table 3. Performance comparison of the self-adjusting control
logic

Conclusions
This paper has presented a simulation model of a railway
track switch and proposed a closed loop controller to obtain
a self-adjusting switch system. The two major contributions
of the present paper in the railway research are in modelling
approach and introduction of closed loop controller in track
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Figure 12. Schematic of the misalignment in the switch panel

Figure 13. Algorithm for self-adjusting controller

switch operation. Firstly, the modelling approach, which is
used to model an electro-mechanical switch system includes
the flexible rail bodies, which model proper bending of the
rails. The present model is validated against the working data
from HPSS. Whilst this system is a very small percentage of
the switch population of the European network, the overall
modelling approach is generic and therefore can be used
to model and simulate any other switch system (including
hydraulic, pneumatic, electro-hydraulic). The outer control
loop has to be modified for different kinds of POE. The
other POEs will need different sensors to be integrated with
the controller keeping the modelling approach unaltered.
Secondly, a closed loop controller to control the switch
movement is employed in the system which is not used in
switching operation before. The designed controller is shown
to perform the switching task while the power requirement
is lower than the open loop operation. The introduction of
self-adjusting algorithm along with the closed loop controller
is shown to re-adjust a misalignment (within a predefined

Figure 14. The performance of the self-adjusting controller for
different amplitude of misalignment in the switch panel

range). This has the potential to reduce the amount of
manual maintenance required for switch misalignment and
adjustment. This self-adjusting algorithm could decrease the
amount of cyclical maintenance carried out on the unit,
especially the Facing Point Lock test. Further research
on safety and cost benefit analysis with failure data from
existing S&C is needed to quantify the benefit. The next
phase is to introduce a hardware in the loop (HIL) testing,
which can be implemented to check the designed controller.
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